
Rest easy knowing your most 
sensitive data is being shared as 

intended. Confide’s simple, powerful 
controls allow business leaders to 
manage project-specific sharing 

quickly and accurately. With granular 
permissions and visibility into audit 

trails, you can be confident that your 
data is secure. Assign and manage             
project-specific tasks with secure, 

in-line communications. 

When everything is on the line, you can trust in Confide. 
Enterprise data security is always a top concern, but when you’re working on hyper-sensitive projects such as        
mergers and acquisitions, audits, IP management, and more, the stakes are that much higher. Any security breach 
could be catastrophic. So how can you enable cross-functional teams—both internal and external—to collaborate 
securely? Confide can help.  

Provision and manage virtual project spaces that provide full control and transparency to specific business users 
or groups. Monitor key metrics and activity across multiple projects from one centralized dashboard. Secure                 
critical project workflows with in-line task management and communications. Take advantage of real-time insights to     
optimize project workflow and inform strategic decisions.    

Hosted within your own       
Microsoft 365 tenant, Confide 
is a low-friction, highly secure 

collaboration platform. As       
hyper-sensitive projects emerge, 
quickly spin up a new workspace 
to suit the security needs at hand. 

Unlike many other virtual data 
rooms, Confide does not require 

your IT department to enable 
external M365 access, which means 
it’s easier than ever for guest users 

to collaborate securely. 

Optimize your most sensitive 
projects with real-time insights 

and intelligence to help you make 
strategic decisions. Whether one 

project or ten, Confide’s centralized 
dashboard offers an easy way to 
access high-level metrics for all 
active projects. Drill down into 
individual projects to monitor 

user activity, project engagement,       
and more.  

Support and Secure          
Collaboration 

Drive Ease and     
Efficiency

Monitor Real-time 
Insights

Confide for Microsoft 365  

Collaborate in confidence with AvePoint’s 
modern, intelligent virtual data room.  
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TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

For more information, 
please visit   
www.confide.me. 
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AVEPOINT CONFIDE

• Permissions – Quickly set up granular, custom                   
permission levels. As needs change, easily downgrade, 
change, or remove users.

• Security controls –  Ensure data is being shared as intended 
by using Confide’s simple and streamlined effective controls.

• Locally hosted – Keep your most important data close to 
home with a locally hosted solution that sits within a walled 
off section of your own Microsoft 365 tenant.  

• Low-friction – Pave the way for seamless external              
collaboration, with no need to enable external Office 365 
access. Outside organizations whose security settings block 
external Office 365 will have no trouble accessing Confide.  

• Task management – Create, assign, and manage              
project-specific tasks with secure, in-line communications.   

• Intuitive interface  – Set up and manage your project with 
intuitive wizard-style workflows and drag-and-drop.

• Custom folder structure – Build your Project Library to meet 
specific needs, with fully customizable folders and subfolders. 
Easily update your structure to meet changing needs.  

• Centralized dashboard – Monitor multiple active projects at 
a glance, keeping an eye on key metrics and recent activity.  

• Real-time insights – Drill down into individual projects 
to monitor user activity, project engagement, file/folder        
consumption, project health, and more.

• Workflow shortcuts – Quickly view newly posted materials 
and easily jump back to the active files you’ve been reviewing.  
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